STAR MAP

MAKE A CONSTELLATION
A constellation is a group of stars that forms the
shape of a person, animal, or object, and has been
given a name. Constellations come in all shapes and
sizes, and can use as few as 4 stars or as many as 30!

You'll need...
black construction paper
tape
a star map template

something pointy to poke holes
a small sheet of thick foam
a white crayon

1. GRAB A TEMPLATE: Start by choosing your first
star map template. Each template is a small
sheet of paper with little black
's.
Each
one is numbered from
to
.

PRO
Start with any template
you like. Make 1
constellation, or collect
all 4 to make your own
complete night sky!

2. IMAGINE YOUR CONSTELLATION: Do any groups of stars
look like they could connect to form a shape? Use
your imagination! Using a pencil, sketch the
animal, person, or thing onto your constellation
template. Use as many or as few stars from your
template as you want!
3. TAPE DOWN YOUR TEMPLATE: Lay your
template on top of a piece of black
construction paper. Place a few pieces
of tape along the edges of your template
to
secure
the
template
to
the
construction paper.

MAKE A CONSTELLATION
(continued from other side)
4. GRAB SOME FOAM: Take a small sheet of
foam and place your taped construction
paper and template on top.

5. POKE SOME HOLES: Carefully use the
plastic sewing needle to poke a hole
down through each star in your
constellation and into the foam
sheet. Make sure to puncture both the
template and the black construction
paper underneath.

6. REMOVE THE TAPE: Once you have
successfully punctured all the stars
in your constellation, gently peel
your
tape
off
the
sheet
of
construction paper. Hold it up to the
light to reveal a starry night sky!
7. CONNECT THE DOTS: Use the white crayon
to connect the dots between the stars
(poked holes) in your constellation.
Write the name of your brand new
constellation at the top of your
construction paper!
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With the help of a grown-up, stick your
constellation to the window. When the sun
shines through, it will light up your night
sky and make your stars shine bright!

